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Situation 1-  Classifying information 

Choose an issue that interests you(bullying/intimidation, education, health care, the 
environment…) and do a Google search for two charity events to raise money or awareness for 
this subject. Imagine that you want to create a similar event to support this cause. Write a 
poster using complete sentences to inform people about the event. Who is your target 
audience? What is the purpose of the event? What company is sponsoring your event? 

Vocab. Relevant/irrelevant, podcast, advertising, purpose, target audience, bullying, briefly... 

Constructs(prompts): The  show will take  place  at/on__________________. The purpose is 
to_________________.  Proceeds  will be given to___________________. Discuss the target  
audience in this___________. 

Situation 2: Asking for and giving information related to  wants, needs, interests. 

Do a Google search for two  blogs about a topic that you are interested in or concerned about. 
Then create a name for your own blog about this subject and write one blog entry. Provide 
some information  about the subject and ask for information from your readers. 

Vocab: Key  words, social issues, consumer rights, welfare, safety, classmate, topic, 

Constructs:  All  things related to___________. Do a search  with the  keywords_____________. 
According to  the  article,  what is____________________? Try to  find a blog entry 
about___________________. 

Situation 3:   Identifying  and communicating personal wants, needs, interests. 

Find an article online about a human interest story you are interested in: volunteer work, 
animals, children,  car racing, etc… 

Write an email to a friend summarizing the story. State your opinion about the article. Rate the 
article from one to ten. Explain your rating. Mention the language register of the story (formal 
or informal) and the target audience.  Ask your friend for his/her opinion. 

Vocab:  to  obtain, loan, to  rate, outcome, to clap, attachments,  language register,  relief... 

Constructs: Are things  going well at_________________? Rate the  story  
from______________to_______________.  

Situation 4: Find a website that provides information about a subject related to a business you 
might want to start (dog-walking, computer repair, catering/food preparation, etc…). Write a 
letter to the website editor/author to ask for information and suggestions for your new 
business. Look at the model letter on page 53 of the textbook. 


